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Dear Ms Harris,
My wife and I are long time residents of Boulevard and live on the north end of
Ribbonwood Rd. Our home is currently surrounded on three sides by wind turbines,
Kumeyaay turbines to the West and the Tule Wind project to the East and North.
We, as well as our neighbors, experience the impacts from these turbines daily.
Other than the ruination of our scenic view we also deal with the "whooshing"
sound that can be extremely loud and continue 24/7. Terra-Gen's proposed 90 new
4.2 MW turbines (Campo Wind & Torrey Wind) will bring turbines even closer to
our home and, if the project is approved as planned, these turbines will be nearly
twice the size of the current ones and create more noise. The current setback
restriction is extremely inadequate considering the size of the turbines.
It feels as if the wind generation companies are attempting to squeeze the
homeowners out. We are retired seniors and unfortunately with the negative impact
that these wind projects have on property values we are stuck with no way to
relocate if the conditions become intolerable.
Please protect our home (and our neighbor's) by not allowing turbines any closer or
larger than the existing ones we are currently dealing with. Please don't support the
Boulder Brush Gen-Tie project that will facilitate the construction of the proposed
Campo and Torrey Wind projects. Wind generation projects can co-exist with
residents however they must be held to restrictions that will mitigate the negative
effects on home owners. These restrictions may mean that the wind generation
companies have to settle for reduced revenues from smaller overall projects or
relocate the projects to be further away from residents but at least people will not be
forced from their homes.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robert and Marie Morgan
2912 Ribbonwood Rd
Boulevard
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